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National Advisory Countil.ontchnationProfessions Development

Suite 308 1111 \ 20th Street NW Washington, DC 20036 (202) 73824'71,2

July 24, 1975

Dear Mr. President:

Authorization of the Teacher Corps, along with other
provisions of the Higher Education Act, expires
June 301 1976. The National Advisory Council on
Education Professions Development aspprepered this
report in preparation for Congressional hearings
and debate on the-future of Teachgr Corps and other

parts of the Education Professions Development Act.
By presenting a timely report, it is our intention
to help sharpen this debate by throwing light on
the basic issues involved.

This report analyzes Teacher Corps as an instrument
of Federal policy for education personnel training,
with the ultimate and most important aim of improving

student learning.

The Council found several shortcoming ring its
review of the first ten years of Teacher-Corps; it

, also agrees that Teacher Corps is headed in the
right direction, that it properly seeks to deal with
the school as a social system, thattit deserves the
support of the Congress and the educational community,
and that we approve'of your recommendations that it

be continued. In fact, we recommend even stronger
support for a dynamic program with bipartisan support
and demonstrated flexibility.

-Wincetely,

Walter Tice
Chairman

The President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500
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Foreword

In the Spring of 1974 the MeMbers offthe National Advisory Council on

- Education Professions Development felt the need to take stock, to define

new directions, and to undertake the king of review and analysis man-

dated in Title V of the Higher Education Act of 1965.

These new efforts led to ptblication of a review qf, the activities of the

former Bureau of Education Professions Development:

Staffing the Learning'Society:
Recommendations for Federal .

Legislation (April 1975), and

Gatekeepers in Education: A Report on Institutional

Licensing (April 1975).

The present report:

Teacher Corps: Past or Prologue?

is intended to cover the Other major activity authorized by Title V of HEA.

In presenting this report, I want to acknowledge the work of David Nichols,-

- Associate Director of
the Council, as well as the membership of the .Council

wh'ch made the original decision to give a new focus to the work of the

C ncil. The Chairman of the Council at that time was Larry Blake, sue,-

eded by Julia Jacobsen as Acting Chairwoman, and Lyle E. Anderson, Jr.

a Chairman

The present report was
conceived, an'd the staff was authorized to inves-

tigate the topic further when the Council included not only Dr. Andersdn

and Mrs. Jacobsen, but also Waldo Banks, Sr., Thomas R. Hills, and

Arnulfo Oliveira.

In preparing the report, the staff benefited from the services of James C.

Stone who served as consultant, from the staff of the Teacher Corps

' in the U. S. Office of Education, and -from numerous Teacher Corps pro-

ject directors and staff and others, not all of whom are acknowledged in

Appendix D.

This report prepris the views of the Council (with.one dissenting member,

see page 27). In acknowledging the work of others, thefact remains that

the 15 present Members are the ones who considered the various alternatives,

reviewed the evidence, and adopted the report here presented sp that it

now speaks for them, no matter how many helpful persons
assisted in its

formulati'n and development.

- George E, Arnstein

Executive Director

6
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1. Teacher Corps: Past and Present

Historical Backgrounds

John Kenneth Galbraith wrote an article in Harpers-in 1964

Calling for the Federal Government to enlist the aid of

teachers in the war against poverty since "there is no place

in the world where a well-educated population is really poor."-V

In the mode of Peace Corps, and. with goon pay, a corps of

teacherip should be made-ready to serve in urban or rural,areas *,.

wherever they might do the most good. Meantime, a similar

idea was being discussed informally in Congress in connection

with the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, then

being proposed, but which had no provisions to improve the

quality of teachers for low-income schools.

In the early discuisions there was a difference of opinion

over the composition of 'the Corps -- although not over its
.

purpose. A group of master teachers had gone to Prince Ed-

ward County in Virginia.to teach black children when the

public schools there were closed in noncompliance with a court ,

order to desegregat. Some thought of this as a model for

Teacher Corps. Others disagreed; they felt that young teacher-)

interns would be more enthusiastic and could do more good.

Out of compromise and consensus, Congress agreed on a model

for Teacher Corps that combined both elements, butowith an /

emphasis on teacher interns', a feature that also appealed to

those who sought more teachers to reduce the teacher shortage.

Teacher Corps originally was supposed to be part of ESEA,.

but foritactical reasons was, included in the Higher Education

Act of 1965. The Congressional sponsors of the legislation

decided to seek the support of President Lyndon Johnson to

get the legislation made part of his legislative package

that went into the Higher Education. Act. Johnson was quick

to espouse the idea and made a surprise visit to the National

Education Association's annual convention inAtlantic City

on July 2, 1965, where he announced that theAdministration

was going to prdpose legislation to create the Teacher Corps:

"to enlist thousands of dedicated teachers to work alongside

of local teachers in city slums and in areas of rural poverty,

where they can really serve their nation.. They will be young

people, preparing for teaching careers.. They' will be exper-

ienced teachers, willing to give a year to the places in their

country that need%them the most. They can bring out the best

in our nation to help the, poorest of children."

-1-



Teacher Corps was incorporated into Title V of the Higher

Education Act, and was signed into law on November 9, 1965

(P.L. 89-329). But there were opponents.of Teacher Corps

from the beginning. Basic questions about policy went un-

answered, even unheard. According to one study, "the cit.-

-cuRs,tances of debate and passage, combined.with the fear of

Federal control and other objections, made it virtually

impossible ever to consider the Teacher Corps on its merits

agains(emphasis-added). The president's support had paid

off -- but the opposition had been sildnced, not eliminated."2/

Opposition to the original legislation followed several lines.

There was the fear of Federal control; some thought that

Teacher Corps members would be little more than outside agi-

tators coming into take over the schools. The views of

Congresswoman Edith-Green perhaps reflected the position of

the educational' establishment. "She felt that the Teacher

Corps would bring untrained and unqualified people into the

teaching profession. Mrs. Green also was concerned with the

fringe benefits to be paid the interns. She felt bonuses

to master teachers for supervising interns, tuition-free grad-

uate study for interns, and lighter teaching loads would

give Corpsmen advantages over regular teachers that cotld

damage morale among regular local teachers 'who are on the

job-not just for two years, but twenty.'"3/

In response to lingering doubts about the original-,formula .

for Teacher Corps, the legislation as'substintially amended

in 1967, with the effect of de-nationalizing the Corps by em-

phasizing local control over the co tent of programs. For

example, the experienced teachers s rving as team le 'srs

would be locals,-not brought in fro outside. The m..,imum

amount of Federal,funding, original y 100 percent, was reduced

to 90 percent. Selection of inter and team leader was

relegated to local education agencies, %ot the national Teacher

Corps. The legislation also was amended to provide for en-

rollment of college undergraduates who had completed two years

of college. Too, Teacher Corps was merged at the national

level into the Bureau of Education Professions Development,
where it lost some of its earlier autonomy. (Subsequ'ently

it was de-merged, and the Director of Teacher Corps now re-

poets directly to the Commissioner of Education.)

In 1970, amendments were enacted that allowed for volunteers.

(high school and college students) to be employed on a part-

time basis as tutors or'inNtructional aides at program sites.

In addition, the target group of children wks expanded to

include youth offende'rs and juvenile delinquents.

-2-



11974 Amendments

The most substantial amendments.to Teacher Corps occurred

in 1974 under provisions of P.L. 93-380. The legislation
authorized Teacher Corps to provide support for demonstration

projects to retrain experienced educational personnel serving

in local educational agencies. ,Under the previousflaw, the
nTeacher Corps could enroll experie;ced teachers only if they

were leading teaching teams consisting of inexperienced teacher-

' interns. rationale for is change is set forth by the

Senate Co ittee on Lab and Public Welfare (March 29, 1974):

While the overall teaching shortage may no longer
be the severe problem it was in the past, there'
continue to be special needs, particularly in

poverty area schools. The Teacher Corps has
effectively utilized such techniques as individual-
ized instruction, team teaching, and competency
based teacher training in poverty area schools.
The Committee believes that the Teacher Corps
should have\the authority to support demonstration
projects retraining present educatiohal staffs in
these techniques, in additiclm to supporting the
teacher-intern program in s ch schools.4/

14Under the guidelines prepared for,the new Tenth .Cycle Teacher
Corps grants, projects "may emphasize one of five, areas (see
Appendix B for a synopsis of how the Tenth Cycle of Teacher

Corps is supposed to operate): \

.

\ .

-- training compleX, meaning variations on the teacher ,

center idea; i

1

. .

-- competency-based teacher education;

-- training for implementing alternative school designs;

interdip4plinary\traininif approaches;

-- training for i.he'systematic adoption of research findings.

Teacher-interns will continue to work alongside experienced
teachers in a target low-income school, just as they have
always done, but in much reduced numbers; now there will be

only four interns to a-project, compared, with ten or more in

earlier cycles. The significant difference from the o1d style

Teacher Corps is that now all teachers in the participating
school will be involved for retraining.

This change in mission is a response to changing circumstances

and criticism leveled at Teacher Corps that a pre-service

3-
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program is not needed in a time of teacher "surpluses."_ In

addition, the Teacher Corps is,trying to show that for changes

to occur in the schools,the entire school staff should be

involved kild be supportive of the changes being implemented.'

How Teacher Corps Operates

In summary, Teacher Corps has%hree goals:

1. To strengthen the educational OpportUnities avail-
sable to children in areas having highddheentrations
of low-income families;

2. To encourage-.bolleges and universities to broaden
.

their programs of teacher preparation; 4

3. To encourage institutions of higher education and
local education agencies 'to improve programs of
training and retraining for teachers and teacher
aided. .

: fte

The third goal-i,s, new, having been added by the 1974 legisla-

tion. Teacher Corps is:authorized by Congress,to carry out

five different functions related to these goals, as follows:

1. Attracting and training qualified teachers who Will

be available to local education agencies for teach-

ing in the low-income areas;

2. Attracting and-training inexperienced teacher-interns
who will be made available for teaching and in-
service training to local education agencies in
such areas, in teams''led by an experienced teacher;

3; Attracting volunteers to serve as part-time tutors

or full-time instructional assistants in programs
carried out by local education' agencies and.insti-
tutions of higher education serving such areas;

4. Attracting and training educational personnel to
prOvide relevant remedial, basic, and secondary
edu9,4tional training, including literacy and'

comfttidative skills, for juvenile delinquentd,

youth offenders,,and adult criminal offenders;\.

5.. Supporting demonstration projects for retraining
experienced teachers and teacher aides serving

local education agencies.



Teacher Corps operates on the basis-of a system of project

'grants to an average of about fifty grantees in each Teac40-

Corps cycle. A "project' is jointly developed by an insti-

tution of higher education and 'ajocal education agency, a

proposal is submitted to Teacher.Corps-Washington, and a

panel of reviewers determines which of these proposals will

receive grants. Grantees. are chosen on the basis of how

well their proposals' appear to meet the criteria set forth in

the guidelines, and other considerations, as determined by

the reviewers.

There is no "typical" Teacher Corps,projapt entirely repre-

sehtatilve of the decade, because TeacherTorps has changed

over the years.".A."typical" project, in the P-.,'!v Teacher

Corps,' operated as follows (according to Cc .nalysis

of ten Second and Third Cycle projects):

The typicallocal',Teacher Corps progat was headed
by a prograat director who was usually on the faculty

of the college of educatior, The program was planned

mainly by college faculty members. The college and

'r-tie participating schopl district each controlled

art of the,funds. 4 typical program involved about

73 interns working in five teams. A team was headed.

by a team leader, who most often was chosen by the

principM.. There was also a program coordinator in

each cooperating schl5o1 district who was responsible
for'oordihating activities: in the schopl district

with the, program director.5/

Early projects consisted of a pre-service componeht of about

eight weeks of training on teaching disadvantaged chi,ldren.

This'was followedby an internship consisttng of aiding a

teacher (60 pe.cent of the intern's time); taking college

course work (20 .percent of the time); the remainder of the

intern's time was supposed to be spent on community projects.

By Sixth Cycle,.a typidal project hid changed i,character..

Marsh's analysis, based on a study of twenty Sixth Cycle

projects, shows that Teachet Corps projects typically were

being joj.ntly operated by" a-college, a school district, and

a local community both 41 terms'of preparing a proposal and

of administering the progr04,

Typically a proposal to establish a Teacher Corps
project is prepared jointly by an institution of

higher education (IHE), one or several local school
districts (LEA's), and a local community or cluster

of communities. In some cases, more than one IHE

may be involved. The grant typically is in two
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parts: ,a grant covering the intern's instructional

costs, which goes to the JHE, and a grant covering

intern and team leadevi salaries, which goes to

the local schdiirdist4ct.6/

Marsh points out that io Sixth Cycle there were'four Teacher

Corps strategies:., competency -based teacher ttaining,-commu-*

nity involvement, team teachixg, and portal schools. He

refe '1 the fact that individual projects were often sonle-

wh. .:erent from one arther in their interpretation of

the guidelines. The specific goals differed from project

to project, as did the training methods and anticipated

outcomes., The new character of the Sixth Cycle Teacher Corps

was reflected, in its contrast with conventional teacher

education.

Teacher Corps programs as a whole differ from typical

teacher training programs in several ,ways. First,

a'Teacher Corps intern spends 80 percent of each day

in training and, classroom participation throughout

the. program. The university courses are often

taught at or near the intern's designated school,

giving teacher training a much closer relationship

.to the reality' of the school. A cooperative team

(a team leader and about six interns) arries out

the instruction of pupils'and the team leader super-,

vises the interns in the school setting. Through

this team,structure and in other ways, interns receive

a high level of counseling and support in their per-

sonal development. In, addition, trainees spend

20 percent of their time working in the target commun-

ity in an effort to understand better and relate to

the broader needs of the children they serve. These

general training goals, together with the implemen-

'tationwof prototype competency-base4 teacher educa-

tion-programs, makes the Teacher COrpS training

somewhat unique.7/

Under Teacher Corps as it-now operates, the state education

agency is required to indicate approval.on all Teacher Corps

' grants. Tho local education agency is expected to pay at

least ten,, percent of the Corps members' salaries and related

'benefits, while the Federal Government pays up to 90 percent.

Teacherorps-"operates
in two year cycles, which lends it-

self to 'confusion.
For,instance, in 1975, Ninth Cycle pro-

jects are in their second yektr, hile Tenth Cycle projects

are being funded initially. Ni th'-Cycle covers 1974-76;

Tenth Cycle covers"1975-77. Al protects do not-operate

-for a -6omplete 24 months and are classified according to

cycle rather than the 'year of operation. Most projects'be-

gin operation in the summer with an orientation; the prac-

ticum_and course work generally begin in'Septe"mber.

.-6-*



Teacher Corps interns either hold bachelor's degrees or 11,av

completed two years in programs leading to bachelor's degreu,.
(determined according to the project). The teacher-interns

are placed in teams led by an experienced teacher.

The local education agency maintains control because it is

authorized to:

1. assign and transfer Corps members within the

school system;

2. determine the subject matter to be taught and

3. 'determine the continuance of the assignmeht of
Corps members within the system.

Some pertinent data on interns follows:

-- Corps interns are recruited regionally and their names

are forwarded to a project for local selection;

-- Corps interns can request or be assigned to projects

outsidb of their region;

-- Corps interns generally ,are between the ages of 19-25;

-- Approximately fifty percent of interns belong to a

minority group;

-- Interns spend sixty percent of their time teaching in

-the classroom; twenty percent in studying toward
bachelor's and masten's degrees and certification, and
twenty percent 'in community affairs;

-- Grade point average requirements.range from 2.0-2.8;

other qualifications vary according to the emphasis.

Of each project;

Intern compensation is not to exceed $150.00 per week,
aplus $15.00 for each dependent. Interns are also en-

titled to hospitalization and retirement benpfits.

Staffing Data

Table 1 presents data on Corps members, Cycles',1-10, showing

a trend in the ratio of interns to experienced teachers over

the ten year period. The,ration,was.approximately.6/1 from
1966 through.1972 and then changed to about 1.4/1 in 1973

before flipping over to prepondgrance of experienced teachers

in 1974, with a ratio of 1/2.5. The ratio is expected to'be

about 1/17 in Cycle 10.

-7-



Table 1

Corps Member Data

# of Interns
-Cycle Year , Started

Teachers in
Retraining

Ratio
Interns/Teachers

1 1966 1279 213
.

6/1

2 1967 930 155 6 / 1

3 1968 .
1029 171 6 / 1 -

4 1969 1330 222 6 /1

5 1970 1223 .

..

204 11
6 / 1

6 1971 '1385 231 -
.._

6 /1

7 1972 1534 272 5.6/ 1

8 1973 1358 951 ,
1.4/ 1'

9 1974 735 1873 1 /2.5

10* 1975 220 3770 1 /17

*. Estimate

Source: Teacher Corps

Figure 1 depicts the aim of involving the total staff of a

target, school in Twelfth Cycle Corps. Original projects

included 5-6 schools per project; beginning in Ninth Cycle,

the number of target schools was reduced by two to four

schools per project; in Tenth Cycle it will be reduced to

one or two schools. Ultimately\there Will be total staff

participation in each project, based on the assumption that

change requires maximum participation of persons to be

affected by the changes proposed.

-8-
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Financial Data

,Table 2 shows Teacher Corps appropriations by activity for

Fiscal Years 74'and 75. It reflects three categories of ex-

penditures: development (R&D), recruitment and referral

centers (now being phased out), and projects -- the heart

of Teacher Corps, with expenditures divided between insti-

tutions of higher education and local education agencies.

Table 2

Teacher Corps Appropriations by Activity,

I.

FY 74 and 75 (in thousands)

Activity Appropriations*

Development

FY 74 FY 75

96h Cycle 330 570

10t Cycle
1,285

(Inc udes National Corps
Membe Training Institute
and Management Information
Training contract)

II. Recruitment and Referral
Centers 286 737

III. Projects

9th IHE's 7,850 500

9th LEA's 7,484 610

10th IHE's 10,54

10th LEA's 5,960'

Subtotal AO

15,950 20,18/

IV. Otaer Cycle Costs

7th Cycle 14,750 475

8th Cycle b,860 ' 16,838

TOTAL 41111.11=111

37,500 37,500

Source: Teacher Corps

-10-
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Table 3 shoWs the authorizations and appropriations for Teacher
Corps, FY 66 through FY 75.

Table 3

Teacher Corps: Authorizations and Appropriations
FY ,66 - FY 75 (in millions)

Fiscal Year Authorized Appropriated,

66 \$ 36.1 $ 9.5

67 \ 64.7 4 11.3

68 33 13.5

69 1 36.1 20.9

. 70 80 21.7

71 100 30.8

7 100, 37.4

73 37.5 37.5

74 37.5 37.5

75 37.5 37.5

Scope O

To give some idea of the scope of Teacher Corps, in FY 74 there
were 94 projects operating in 158 school districts and tn 93
institutions of higher education. According to the Office of
Education, projeCts affected 125,000 children of whom 47,700
(37.8 percent) were from families with incomes below $3,000.
Approximately 80 percent of the childreh were in elementary
schools. Over the ten years, projects also reached special
clientele groups as' follows: bilingual chi1dren (69 projects),
Indian children (67 projects), and childrenjm training insti-
tutionstutions (16 projects).

,



et

. Minority Recruitment

Teacher. Corps has recruited a high proportion of its members

from among minority groups, especially blacks, and other

minorities are also represented in significant numbers, espe-

dially when compared to higher education enrollments as a

whole. See Table 4, following.

Table 4

Minority Enrollment in Teacher Corps

Compared to Minority Enrollment in All Higher Education,

1968 - 1972 (By Estimated Percentages)

1968 1970 1972

Total*
TC **

Interns Total
TC
Interns Total

TC
Intern.,

Blacks 4.4 28 6.3 35 9.0 34

Spanish
Mexican
Puerto Rican
Cuban

1.0 1 2.0 13 2.5
.

17

Native American .3 NA*** .5 5 .6 9

Other (including
Orientals)

.5 "3 1.0 3. 1.2 1

*Percent of total enrollment in.higher education. Data taken

from "Total Degree credit Enrollment in All Institutions of

Higher Education by Attendance Status, and by Institutional

' Control: U.S. Fall 1963-1983," Projections of Educational

",Statistics to 1983-84, Department of Health, Education, and

Welfare (Washington: Government Printing Office), 1975. r

0

** Percent of Teacher Corps interns. No'official data for

1968 and 1970 were available.

** Native Americans were included Among "other" in the 1968 data..

What the Evaluations Show

Many studies conducted internally by Teacher Corps and exter-

nally as sponsored research have made assessments about the

performance of Teacher Corps. (See Appendix C for a listing

-12-



of the main evaluations.) According to G. Thomas Fox, Jr.,'of

the University of Wisconsin-Madison, who recently analyzed
r. --

of these studies, all studies tended to agree that Teacher

Corps has demonstrated durability and flexibility in its

attempts tO achieve its legislative mandate.' The following
assessments, excerpted and quoted below, are organized accor-
ding to a frequency count, i.e., Fox has counted recurring

themes in the evaluations he studied.8/

1. The interns recruited by Teacher Corps have back-
grounds different from,most teacher trainees,
come from minority populations, and have had
different nonacademic experiences.° (Mentioned in all

nine studies.)

2. Institutions of higher education are fat less flexible

even than local schools. Most studies found little
change in the curriculum and instructional procedure
of the training.institution due to Teacher Corps and
no change in roles or institutional arrangements.

3. Interns make ineffective change agents. (Mentioned

in six studies.)

4. The demands put upon'internsare extreme. TheLnature

of the practicum, participation in community activities
and certification through college or,university train-
ing courses makes for a highly volatile two year ex-
perience for interns. (Mentionedin five studies.)

5. A more careful monitoring system should be employed by
Teacher Corps-Washington, both to supply more infor-
mation for their funding decisions and to identify
where assistance is needed by local projects.
(Mentioned in five studies.)

6. The extent of.a.project's success depends less upon
the commitment to Teacher Corps' ideals or even to
hard work and intellect but more upon tie managerial
abilities of project participants and pFeviously
established organizational relationshiO3. (Mentioned

in four studies.)

7. Priorities need.to be placed upon Teadher Corps' goals,
strategies must.be clearly specifiediand project must

be funded accordingly. (Mentioned in four studies.)

8. Institutions of higher education exhibit a strong
inclination to isolate their Teacher Corps projects
from the more normal procedures used in teacher train-

ing. (Mentioned in four studies.)
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9. Institutions of higher education exhibit little !ability

to coordinate and collaborate with local school;dis-

tricts and communities. (Mentioned in four st les.)

10. The more service oriented the Teacher,CorOs project,

the less educational change (curricular, instructional,
or institutional) will be achieved. (Mentioned in
four studies.)

11. Intern training must include organizational theory.

(Mentioned in three studies.)

12. Compared to other EPDA programs hdministered by the
National Center for the Improvement of Educational,
Systems, Teacher Corps rates very high in achieving
its objectives. (Mentioned in three studies.)

13. A liberal attitude and commitment to educational
change by,college or university personnel are neces-
sary for-projects to achieve any progress towards
Teacher Corp's goals. (Mentioned in three studies.)

14. -Intern appreciation of their instructors (in the colleges
and universities) is not related to formal professional
recognition of the instructors' expertise. (Mentioned

in three studies.)

15. The more the lbcal schools are involved with training
decisions, the less innovation will occur in the

classrooms. (Mentioned in two studies.)

Fox's findings reflect an analysis of nine studies which vary
in quality, scope and intent; nevertheless, there appears to
be considerable agreement among evaluations that some of
the underlying assumptions of the original Teacher Corps are
,open to question, for example, the central role of a teacher-
intern as a change agent in the schools. The recent shift
of emphasis in Teacher Corps from pre-service to in-service
(retraining) appears to be supported by these data. A mana-
gerial tightening-up also appears to be in order, according
to a number of the studies, including a more careful moni-
toring effort by Teacher Corps-Washington. It is also apparent
that institutions of higher education could do a great deal

more to enhance their effectiveness in Teacher Corps.

Mbst of the studies have in fact pointed'up both strengths and
weaknesses of Teacher Corps. The most recent evaluation, by
David Marsh and Margaret F. Lyons, found that Teacher Corps
graduates are more effective than control group teachers both
in terms of some teaching skills that they have and in terms
of their effectiveness with their pupils. For example, they
were found to be superior in doing some of the folldwing:
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developing ethnically relevant curricula, using community

resources in teaching and initiating contact with parents,

bringing about changes in, a child's self concept. According

to Marsh, these results reflect a specific concern about the

low-income group of children-On-the part of the graduate.9/

A lengthy study conducted by Ronald Corwin on Second and Third .

Cycle Teacher Corps projects provided data for a recent re-

port on Lessons from the Teacher Corps. Corwin says it is

not easy to arrive at a categorical conclusion about the effec-

tiveness of Teacher CorpS, and he gives several reasons why.

First, there were variations in the degree to which

the program as planned was actually implemented.

Second, the prograi, even as planned,,was attempting

to achieve multiple goals that were in partial con-

flict with one another. Thirdi the obstacles con-

fronted by the program were exacerbated by the Con-

gress itself, in particular the low funding levels,

funding delays, continued controversy about program

goals, struggles for control over the program,

changed signals, apd decentralization-of control

after the program was launched. Often, as an outcome

of the lack of firm control, local schools and col-

leges were able to co-opt the program in the ser-

vice of their own limited purposes.n/

Corwin recommends that, in the future,.the Congress take

steps. to assure in advance that such programs be based on an

explicit strategy for change; that the administering agency

be given adequate authority to enforce guidelines; that speci-

fic standards and criteria of competence be established for-

selecting the participating organization; that there be a

clear division of labor and improved coordinating mechanisms.

4
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2. Teacher Corps: An Assessment

Teacher Corps is a)reform progiam designed to improve the

-education of disadvantaged children through improved teacher

education,. The original legislation established two broad

purposes for Teacher Corps: .(1) to strengthen the educational

opportunities available to children in areas having concen-

trations of low-income families; and (2) to encourage colleges

and universities to broaden their programs of teacher educa-

tion.' P.L. 93-380 (signed into law by President Ford on

August 21, 1974)-added a third purpose: to encourage

tutions of higher education and local eduCation agencieqito

improve programs of training and retraining, for teachers and

/teacher aides.

iTo achieve its goals, Teacher Corps is authorized to attract

and train college graduates and upperclassmen to serve in

teams.under experienced teachers; to attract volunteers to

serve as part-time tutors or full-time instructional assis-

tants; to attract and train educational personnel to ptovide

specialized training for juvenile delinquents, youth offenders,

and adult criminal offenders; and-to support demonstration

projects for retraining experienced teachers and teacher aides

serving local education agencies.

Typical participant activities' involve academic work in a

college or university, on the job training in the sohools, and

participation in school-related community projects. Typical

program elements include teacher_ education based on perfor-

\Mance criteria, involvement with other college and university

departments outside of the school of education, granting credit

for the internship period, and utilization of regular school

staff and members of the community as aides in the teaching'

staff.

In making our assessments of Teacher Corps, we have studied

the forMal evaluations, of which there are nine./ some running

into hundreds of pages (titles listed in Appendix C). We

have attempted to gain a hands-on favot by visiting a few

Teacher Corps projects. And we have consulted many persons

knowledgeable about Teacher Corps.

Given the complexity of Teacher Corps -it has seemed desirable

to formulate a set of criteria to use in making our analysis.

We have chbsen the following:
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(1) Progress toward meeting its goals and objectives

(2) Comparison with other teacher education program

(3) Cost effectiveness
(4) Program flexibility
(5) Efficient nagement
(6) Comprehensi eness

1. Progress Toward Goals and objectives

Assessing the evidence of wh ther Teacher Corps has made prog-

ress toward reaching 'its go. s and objectives is even more
difficult than it might be nder the'best of circumstances
because of the broadness f the legislation and other factors
.identified by Corwin, as noted earliego. Nevertheless, we cite

the following evidence; grouped according to the original two-
fold legislative miss 'n of the Corps: (a) strengthening edu-
cational opportuniti s and (b) broadening teacher training

programs. es

A. Stren thening Educational Opportunities

The General ccounting Office issued a report to the Congress

in July 19 2 which found that Teacher Corps strengthened
education 1 opportunities for children of low-income families
who att- ded schools where Corps me-nbers were assigned.

Corps mbers provided individualized instruction, used new

teach g methods, and expanded classroom'and extracurricular
acti ities. The classroom assistance provided by interns

app rentlif made it possible for regular teachers to devote

mo e time to'individualized instruction.

he GAO study found that Corps members generally become in-

volved with community-school activities. Some participants
believed, 'however, that the activities were of little or no

benefit because of poor planning, and lack of community sup-

port. This suggests need for more attention by Teacher

Corps to program management. c

The GAO study found that a majority of the interns who grad-
uated from the program remained in the field of education,

and most interns took teaching positions in schools serving

low-:income areas. Retention rates'have also been estimated

by Teacher Corps. 'Based on responses from900 of.1300 Corps

__graduates in June 1972, 63 percent intended to remain in

the field of education; 27 percent intended to remain as

teachers in the school district where they served as, interns.

1"\
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In his study of the SAth Cycle,- Marsh found that Teacher
Corps graduates were rhore effective than control group
teachers both in terms of,teaphing skills and effeCtiveness

with their pupils. For example, Corps members were\superior

in: developing ethnically,relevant curricula, using community

resources in teaching and initiating` contact with parents,

and' bringing about changes in a child's self concept.

According to the comparative analysis by Fox, all evaluations,

have shown that interns recruited by Teacher Corps are dif-

ferent from conventional trainees in t hey tend to come,

from minority populations.

B. Broadening Teacher Training P ams

The GAO study indicated that Teacher Corps had some success
in ,broadening teacher preparation programs at institutions

of higher _education. .However, Fox''s comparative-analysis
suggests that-institutions of higher-education have; been

resistant to accommodating Teacher Corps, and that they have

shown little ability to collaborate with local schodi'dis-

tricts and communities.

On the basis of the evaluations, we conclude that Teacher
Corps has made some progress in reaching its mandated objec-
tives, but how much and for how long is far from certain.

Some of the difficulty arises from the inconclusive and even.
contradictory evidence, provided by evaluations'. Some of the

difficulty arises from imprecise language in the legislation.

Most of the difficulty, however, appears to be in the com-

plexity of the changes being sought, and the inadequate base

ot knowledge.

2. Comparison with Other Teacher Education Programs

How does Teacher Corps, looked at in terms of its function

of teacher training, compare with other teacher education ,

programs? Teacher education is offered in spme 1400 colleges

and universities. In the-face of such variety and complexity,,

we offer the following generalizations, admittedly a ,cursory

assessment.

Comments by critics of conventional teaeher education tend
to center on four "problems," as follows:

(1) the conventional, teacher education design neglects
continuing professiogal education; it assumes that

teachers once prepared during tjie pre-service per-
iod are prepared forever;,
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(2) there is an inadequate relationship between
professional,. teacher education and -the "real"

world; ?(
./ (3) there is a weak base of theory and research in

teacher education,reSulting in part that teacher
education is prey to continued faddishness;

(4)\ teacher education is a matter of low priority.

How does Teacher Corps score in relation to these four weak-
nesses in conventionallteacher education? (1) Teacher Corps'

recently ham been given a mandate to emphasize. the retrain- ,

ing needs_ol_teachers, thus it mzy help to 4redreSs the need >

forinrservice education; (2) unlike much of conventional _

teacher preparation, Teacher Corps is based on a philosophy,

of combining lear)iing with doing; (3) Teacher Corps early
advocated competencyrbased teacher education as a meansrof

improving teacher education, but its research efforts have
been' far from optipAli and in Tenth Cycle the Teacher Corps

will collaborate with the ,National Institute of Education

in diSseminating curricular materials validated through re-

search; (4) by providing Federal funds and program focus,

Teacher Corps is able to bring some new vitality to teacher

education. Thus, when compared to conventional teacher edu-

cation designs, Teacher Corps rates tO.gh marks.

In summary, Teacher Corps appears to be meeting some of the
needs of',phange in teacher education, in relation to conven-
tional teacher education programs. In connection with item
#3 above, we look forward to seeing a compendium of such
validated materials and urge the Corps and NIE to publish,

them i a format that will be suitable for wide dissemination

to teaers, adminisilators, school boards, and other educa-

tional,leaderS. \

3. Cast Effectiveness

It would be,helpfulin assessing Teacher..Corpn to knOw how

,it compares in terms of cost effectiveness with other teacher

education programs. We would like to be sable to offer some
evidence, but we lack satisfactory data.

There are only crude, incomparoble data available on the costs,

of educating teachers. or hate we been able to calculate

a true cost of edUcating teachers in the Teacher Corps, either

pre-serivce or in-service. Until getter data are available,
comparisons are not possible.

There are those who question whether the,$37.5.million now
spent annually on Teacher Corps might be more effectively
investel elsewhere. The question is, where? Should new programs
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be developed to channel monies into professional development

of educators? How about a voucher system, for example?

Moreover, who shodld debide now the money should be spent --

the FederalfGovernment, local education agencies, theiuniver-

sities, or the professionals acting independently? We be-

lieve that much more needs to be known about the comparative.

effectpreness of different kinds of teacher training options.

Further, we believe there should be an opportunity for de-

cisions to be made on the basis of local option as to what

kinds of training programs mi ht be'most effective.

4. Program Flexibility

ct

Has the Teacher'Corps adapted to changing needs and circum-

stances? Or'is it based on a rigid formulathatymay become

obsolete as societalcohditions Change?

Teacher Corps was criticized fbrnot adapting t' the changing

employment situation for teachers; finally the retraining

focus was added in 1974. Nevertheless, the original mission

'of Teacher Corps, which included the recruitment of teachers

from minority groups; continues to be valid and necessary in

view of the continuing shoftages of teachers in certain areas..

1p our judgment Teacher Corps has demohWated remarkable

tenacity and resiliency by bending with the,winds of change

while.maintaining its base ofi,support in the Congress and the

Administration.

5. Efficient Management

Fox's analysis highlights a-need for more'careful monitoring

and management of Teacher Corps projects. After a decade of

w operations, Teacher Corps has learned that projects would

benefit from more technical assistance. We are encouraged

that Teacher ,Corps .ntends to work closely in Tenth Cycle

with the National Institute of Education in order to dissem-

inate,research findings on curricular materials.

\ . t
.

1

,

.

Teacher Corps, in our judgment, has not been as strong as it

should be in terms of encouraging hnd managing experimentation..

Much of the rhetoric of Teacher Corps suggests that'it has

f6und the "right" answers -- e.g., competency-based teacher ,

education, when such conclusions appear to be- premature.
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6. Comprehensiveness 4

Does Teacher Corps make provisions for including the main,

parties required to effect educational change in a school

system? We are pleased to note that the Corps has become more

inclusive of a target school's staff, thus achieving a ,

"critical mass." In Tenth Cycle, the Corps will try to

reach all teachers in a school for in-service education. The

Administration has proposed that the legislation be, further

&Mended to permit inclusion of the principals in each school

in Corps projects. We fully support the intent of this chaffigp.

Our concern over comprehensiveness goes beyond this, however.

Teacher corps is a program, not a policy.- Teacher Corps

started out as an anti-poverty program; only secondarily was

the Corps aimed at professional development of educational

personnel. In 1967, Teacher Corps became part of EPDA, an

umbrella policy aimed at systematic upgrading of the educa-

tion profession. Now', (in 1175) we face a situation in which

the policy (EPDA) is withering away for lack of full support .

in the Congress and the Administration. To be sure, EPDA

has never achieved the status of comprehensive policy -- for

example, it has not taken adequately into account the leadership

function in education. er-2

Teacher Corps, as presently,structuied, is no substitute for

a comprehensive Federal policy concerning the professional

training of educational personnel.

Conclusion

In summary, we believe Teacher Corps has demOnstrated its

usefulness. If we were asked\to grade Teacher Corps on a

curve (in a class with other'EPDA,programs or other teacher

training programs) it would rate an A. On a fiked scale,

we mould give it a B, because it is not quite as good as it

ought to be, but well above average as a teacher education

program. We believe Teacher Corps is a valuable prologue

to even greater improvements yet to be made in educational

personnel training.
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3. Recommendations A

In a previous report, Staffing the Learning Society: Recom-

mendations for Federal Le islation (issued in April 19/5)1

IMCouncil advanced an argument for the continuation --

but extensive revision -- .of Title V of the Higher Education

Act (the Education Professions Development Act). The recom-

mendations in this report are consistent with our earlier ,

report but are more definitive with respect to the specific

role of Teacher Corps within a new -Title V.

By way of background, the first recommendatio1 offered below

concerns the scale and mission of Teacher Corps. In present-

ing this recommendation, the Council has explored five alter-

native options, as follows.

Option #1: Teacher corps, with appropriate modifica-

tions, could become the new Title V, taking the place

of EPDA. The merit of this option is that the Corps,
having proved its mettle, could be expanded consider-
ably in scope and level of funding to serve as the
staging ground for all of the educational training

under Title V. This would suggest new legislation and

a much higher level of authorizations. We have rejected

this option because while We find Teacher Corps on the

whole to be an admirable program, it is not broad
enough in scope to carry gut the major changes we be-

.lieve are called for to im prove training in theleduca-
professions, as outlined in our report, Staffing

the Learning Society.

Option #2: Teacher Corps could be expanded somewhat

to reach even more teachers; schools,,and institutions

of higher education. Were this to OFcur, the new re-
training function of Teacher Corps (mandated for Tenth

Cycle) should be expanded even furtherto broaden the

impact. The merits of this alternative are based in

the track record of the Corps and its promise for the

future as a focal point for retraining of experienced

educational'per'sonnel.

Option #3:, Teacher Corps could be maintained at its
*current funding level and with its present mission.
The Administration and the Congress "straightlined"
the Corps over the last three budget cycles. (See

Table 3, p. 11.)
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option #4: Teacher Corps could be reduced in scope

along with a concurrent reduction in funding. Funds

"saved" from Teacher Corps might then be reinvested

elsewhere. In our judgment the evidence does not

support a reduction in the mission or support of

Teacher Corps, nor, does it seem likely that'any funds

released would be 'put back into education; lather

because of the HEW budget mandates, funds probably,

would go elsewhere.

Option #5: Teacher Corps, if shown by evidence to be

seriously lacking, should be abolished. In our judgment

'the evidence does not point to this option.

Of these options, the Counckl has chosen Option #2.

In making our recommendations about Teacher Corps, the Council

has attempted to place the COrps properly in the context of

one of today's greatest needs in Americah education -- im-

proved teacher education. _In our diectssions we developed a

,set of'principles both to serve as a framework for the Federal

Government's current role, especially in support of in-service

training, and for the specific responsibilities of the

Teacher,Corps. These principles are five-fold.

First, we believe that there is a necessary and legitimate

role for the Federal Governmentifi the training of educational

personnel. At the present time,,given the supply/demand

situation, we believe the Federal role should emphasize im-

proved in-service education. The Federal role is properly

one-which stimulates experimental and innovative strategies

for the preparation of more effective teachers and other

educational leaders. We believe the-Federal role at pre"sent

should be cbnfined to the contribution of such,monieS as are
e

necessary for initiation or programs, and for experimentation

and evaluation.
Implementation of a Federally supported pro-

gram should not carry a sense of longevity or permanence;

rather, Federal -support should carry
the presumption of even-

tual termination.

Second, we 'bilieve that Teacher Corps: while not perfect, has

proved itself, by past performance and, continued promise to be

t
a proper vehicle for,the in=service training of educational

personnel. While the emphasis on in-service, training should

not exclude undergraduate interns, -we believe that the cur-

rent shift of the Corps toward in- service education, as wisely

mandated by Congress in P.L. 93-380, is appropriate: The

statutory language of the mission of the'Corps, as well as the

guidelines, should now be rephrersed to make 'this new role

more explicit. We note with concern that a shift to in- "

service education will reduce opportunities to recruit minor-

ity persons into teaching. Thus we suggest that the Corps
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continue to offer some internships for college undergraduates.

Third, institutions of higher educatiOn have a special oppor-

tunity, through participation in Teacher Corps projects, to

reform their teacher education programs. In order to achieve

maximum benefit from participation in Teacher Corps, colleges

and universities shourclobtain the best possible faculty on

campus and on site for operation of projects. The institu-

tion should work in collaboration with appropriate represen-

tatives in the local community in order to meet the educational

needs of the community.- In order to encourage greater par-

ticipation of minority groups, the college or university

should act as a catalyst to encourage minority persons to

(consider teaching as a career; in addition, the college or

university should work with agencies directly responsible for

recruitment of minorities to teaching. Finally, the parti--

cipating college or university should restructure its teacher

education programs, wherever appropriate, using evidence gen-

erated by the Teacher Corps project.

Fourth, the local school districts should encourage the con-

tinuation of projects with local funds once Federal funds

have beeri terminated. To assist local school distric-ts in

obtaining maximum benefit from a Corps project, there should

be a network of consultants available for project monitoring

and evaluation. To improve understanding of potential out

comes, the local school district should clarify, for all con-

cerned, the ground rules and objectiires of the Teacher Corps

projeCt.

Fifth, with regard to the role of Teacher Corps-Washington, it

,ohould'require intern applicants to be committed to at least

two years of teaching after their service in a project is

completed, in order to allow the benefits of this intensive

training to be returned to the local schools. This sugges-,

tion is based on reports we have heard (but without defini-

tive evidence) that some newly trained interns too quickly

seek to become school administrators befoie serving as

classroom teachers. We are concerned at this loss of teachinc;

talent. Finally, in order to improve monitoring and evalua-

tion, Teacher Corps-Washington should explore the possibility

of building monies into grant funds that would allow im-

proved monitoring efforts by the Washington staff.

Recommendations

1. We recommend that the legislation authorizing Teacher Corps

be extended for at least three years, and that its author-

ized appropriation be increased to a level of about $50

million, thus permitting the Corps to expand its mission
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to reach even more schools, experienced teache0t, and

cooperating institutions of higher education. Emphasis

of the expanded Corps should be on the in-service educa-

tional needs of experienced teachers. We see other

prograMs under a new Title V g revitalized EPDA) being

primarily responsible for training others in education

(including administrators, college faculty, and policy

makers), but not to the exclusion of their participation

in Teacher Corps. Indeed, we believe one of the strengths!

of Teacher Corps is its new focus on the school as a

social system, i.e., its recognition that all of the

school's interacting parts deserve attention.

2. We recommend that Teacher Corps, with expanded appropri-

ations, increase the number of 'grant recipients with the

aim of increasing the
participation of a few more pace-

setter, high quality institutions-of higher education.

This recommendation is based on a belief that change in

education often occurs from the top down, as well as from

the bottom up. Teacher Corps has tended to focus on

struggling, developing institutions. We believe much

could be gained by bringing in more universities with

recognized capabilities which include research and ex-

perimentation.

3. We encourage the collaboration of Teacher Corps With NIE

to effect better dissemination of research findings. We

recommend more such collaboration in the future, both to

strengthen the substance of Teacher Corps and. the practical

ends of NIE. Not incidentally, we believe such collabora-

tion can strengthen quality. in education and advance our

knowledge of teacher education.

4. Teacher Corps probably has been evaluated as often as,--any

other Federal program in education, and yet knowledge

about the structure, purpose, and use of evaluations leaves

p6uch to be desired. Teacher Corps should try to make

itself a model of how an organization structures and uses

evaluation and research to improve its programs.

5. The objectives of the Teacher Corps should be-stated more

specifically in the legislation. This would provide a

sharper fodus for the operations of the Corps as well as

improved evaluation. To mandate that institutions of

teacher preparation "broaden" their programs almost

ensures that the outcomes will not be very specific,

that the results will be "soft."

6. We endorse the new emphasis on retraining teachers, but

we are mindful of the fact that excellent teachers are

still in short supply everywhere,, and that some schools,

in low-income urban and rural areas still lack enough
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teachers for their special needs. We believe that th,:.

number of Teacher Corps.members allocated to each State
should be based on the formula used to determine poverty

under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
Further, we believe Teacher Corps*should continue to pro-
vide some pre-service training in order to bring new
teachers into the schools where they are needed. There
is much evidence to support the unique contributivs
teachers of minority backgrounds bring to the teaing
of children from the same backgrounds. This aim should
not be lost sight of in the new model of Teacher Corps.

7. How to improve relationships between the schools and the:,
universities has been the, subject of debate for many yeaia,.

-Teacher Corps has made some improvements in these rela-
tionships,,but it could do much more. ,We believe some
new incentives should be built into the legislation and
especially into the guidelines to encourage more effec-
tive collaboration among institutions to improve teacher

education.

8. Teacher Corps has emphasized active parent-community
advisories.in education in the belief that this would

strengthen the schools. We believe there is great merit

to this approach. In-future versions of Teacher Corps
this emphasis should be accentuated.

9. We recommend amendments to the Teacher Corps legislation
that would permit all school staff, including school ad-
ministiators, to participate in projects. This amendment
would make all school staff eligible for membership in

Teacher Corps.

10. We'recommend amendments to the Teacher Corps legislation
to increase the maximum length of a Teacher Corps project
to five years. This recommendation is based on the
rationale that the demonstration of improved training
requires longer than the current two-year cycles. On

the other hand, we believe that as a rule projects should
not be Federally funded beyond five years.

11. We recommend amendments to the Teacher Corps legislation
that would permit up to ten percent of Teacher Corps
projects to be conducted outside low-incomp areas, pri-

marily to validate improvements made in the low-income
areas by demonstrating them outside of those areas..
Further, we recomr..end amendments to the legislation' that

would permit the Corps to provide technical assistance
to the Whole range of project activities, rather than
only to recruitment, enrollment, and selection. This
recommendationis basdd on evidence that project directors
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need technical assistance to improve content and mantic

ment of projects.

12. Teacher Corps emphasizes its "experimental" character.
Indeed, the new legislative mandate for the Corps mentions

the need for demonstration projects in the retraining of
teachers as one of the specified approaches of the Corps.

To the extent that Teacher Corps follows this mode, it

will require substantial, increases in those funds used to

monitor demonstrations, including research and evalua*ion,

in a deliberate attempt to learn from their performance
(including learning derived from poor projects).

Conclusion
0

As Teacher Corps is now operating, it reflects a certain am-

bivalence. Sometimes its leadership and its literature talk

about the need for,change agents and improvements in education
and teaching as if Teacher Corps knew what changes were needed,

how to encourage them, and how to effect reforms. At other

times the posture of the leadership is that it does not have

this list of,"truths," that it is seeking to learn about the

validity of certain reforms through demonstration projects,
although unfortunately it is neither staffed nor budgeted to

evaluate individual project or formulate changes based on

the demonstrations..

Now that Teacher Corps is wis ly shifting focus to emphasize
professional develgpment of to chers already employed, we see

an opportunity to restructure e activities of Teacher Corps

in such a way that the projects can become truly experimental,

with generous provision for the assessment of their perfor-

mance. The results, obviously, should then be fed into the

teacher training community is such a way,as to fulfill the

other legislative mandate of encouraging "colleges and univer-

sities to broaden their programs of teacher preparation..."

as now stated in Section 511 of the Higher Education Act of

1965.

The 'first ten years of Teacher Corps are now past; we think

of them as a prologue for the activities now planned and

newly under way. We are confident that the Congress will

extend its authority for Teacher Corps so that the leader-

ship will make the most of this opportunity.

Comment in Opposition

When the Council discussed, reviewed and adopted the draft of the
present report, Hugo Sabato voted against its adoption and
asked to be so recorded. He stated that Teacher Corps was es-
tablished in the 1960's because of a critics, shortage in the

teaching force: "A Teacher Corps with a retraining mission does

not appearto be the responsibility of the Federal Government."
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Appendix A

Legislative Issues of the Teacher COrps*

1

Thropghout its ten-year hitor the Teacher Corps has been

shaped and reshaped through f equent Congressional scrutiny

and amendment. This case study of eight issues illustrates

the stimulus/response relationship between Congress and the

Corps.

1. Congressional "Steamrolling" in 1965

Since the original proposals for Teacher Corps emerged, after

the pending Elementary and Secondary Education Act had already.,

passed the House, a National Teacher Corps provision was added

in the Senate tothe Higher Education Act-of 1965. The con-

cept of Teacher Corps was endorsed by President Johnson at

the National Education Association convention July 2, 1965.

Meanwhile, Representative Edith Green's (D-Ore*:) Special
Subcommittee on Education had held fifte!n days of hearings

on higher education and had reported to the House a bill

(H..R. 9567) that had no provision for Teacher Corps. When

the bill reached the Senate, it was altered by an amendment,

offered jointly by Senators Edward Kennedy (D-Mass.) and

Gaylord Nelson (D- Wisc.), which added to it the National

Teacher Corps. When passed and referred back to the House,

the Teacher Corps amendment went not to Mrs. Green's committee

(where opposition was expected) but to John Bradethas' (D-Ind.)

General Subcommittee on Education where, according to one

report, it was "essentially rubber-stamped."1/

In the early stages of debate, Philip H. Des Marais, then

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Department of Health; Educa-

tion, and Welfare for Legislation, recognized the momentum:
"The internal politics of the (Senate) subcommittee (on Edu-

cation) make it very difficult for Senator Morse to oppose
the amendments offered by Kennedy and Nelson."2/ One report

called the manner in which the legislation was considered

*Prepared by Mark Singel, a graduate student in Higher Educa-

tion at the Pennsylvania State University, for the National

Advisory Council on Education Professions Development.
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"st(!amrolling through,Congress,"3/aicd Cengressman Albert

(R-Minn.) stated later that "when the National Teacher Corps

was before us, the Congress did not(study this legislation."41

As a result,'in the hearings on the Higher Education Amendments

or 1967, Teacher Corps was thoroughly scrutinized. The legis-

lation did not bypass Mrs. Green!s committeee this time and

she quickly bedame the principal protagonist of the proposed

modifications-of Teacher Cor15s/ Followpig a strategy meeting,

Commissioner of Education Hap:Ad Howe wrote to Mrs. Green

"we are willing to go along/With the arrangements you suggested

to us on your ass rance that this will lead to favorable action

in the shortest possible/time."5/ The Green subcomAittee com-

pleted its amending work on boa' the ESEA and the HigherEdu-
cation Act of f965 and Teacher Corps was placed under a new

"Bureau of Education Professions Development in an omnibus bill

reported to the House on June 16, 1967 (H.R. 10943). The

amendments dramatically changed Teacher Corps to the satis-

faction of critics, de-emphasizing the Federal role in the

progam (described below). Symptdmatic of the shift to greater

local control was the change in name: National Teacher Corps

became simply Teacher Corps. Still, C0E:Vigra-ger Howe called

the amendments "consistent with the original intent of Teacher

Corps."6/

. 2. Federal versus Local Control of.Education

The earliest proposals held, for many, overtones of strong

Federal control. Ralph Flynt, then Associate Commissioner for

Educational Research and -DevelQpment, showed his concern:

"[The Teacher Corps amendment oT 19651 would heavily concen-

trate administrative management and control at the federal

level:..leaving little room for local initiative and control."7/

Coniressman'Quie was the main opponent of the Corps on these

grounds noting that -"the Federal governMenewill recruit,
select, and,enroll teachers and the teacher interns. "8 / Rep. '

Brademas and Sen. Nelson championed,Teacher Corps pointing

to Section 516 of Title V-B of the original legislation,
which specifically stated that local control was.to be-preserved.

Nonetheless, the 1967 amendments4"de-nationalizedw Teacher

Corps': recruitment, selection, training of interns, and ten

percent of the funding responsibility were all handed over

to local education agencies. It was made clear that interns

were subject to approval and dismissal by local school boards.

Since enactment of the 1967 amendments, Teacher Corps-Washington

has avoided intervention of the local affairs of Teacher

Corps'projects. fn 1968, the Director, ?ichard A. Graham,

called the Teacher Corps:

ti
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...en example of wht.crcative federalism can offer-.

The national government provides needed funds and,a

format for constructive change...the local schools

and universities, working together,:. operate the

program.9/

3. Funding of Teacher Corps

The controversy generated by the issues of Federal control

and "steamrolling" may have been partially responsible for

the crippling underfunding of Teacher Corps at its beginning.

Though the authorizing legislation was first enacted NoVember

8, 1965, the first appropriation wasn't released until May 13,

1966; this delayed Teacher Corps services for a year and then

funded them at one quarter, of the .authorization. -Senator John

Pastore (D-R.I.) called it a personal disappointment that

the Appropriations Committee deleted the original item for

Teacher Corps funds and noted "They said hey wanted more time

because they were not familiar with it.""/ Not until 1971

did appropriations catch up to budget requests and only by

1973 did appropriations equal authorization (see Table 3,

'page 11).

Throughout 1968-70, the major debate on Teacher Corps?centered

around fuhding levels. Representative Arnold Olsen (D-Mont.)

stated:

The Appropriation's Committee has treated the Teacher

Corps in a rather ungenerous aanner from the beginning.

ry But after last year's (1967) legislation to make lotal>

control certain, criticism of the program has dis-

appeared.11/ .

Indicative of this dwindling opposition, perhaps, were the

April 1970 hearings in which the Senators talked of the

level of Teacher Corps funding, rather than the Rationale for

it. A proposal wasade to include Teacher_Corps funds in

the total approPriation'tO be made to the Office of Education.

Supporters of Teacher Corps,- including a representative'from

the National School Boards Association, expressed fears that

without separate line-item funding, the Office ,0 Education

would divert funds intended for Teachei Corps."/ The pro-

posal failed and Teacher Corps remained separately funded.

4. Supply and'Demand of Teachers
f)

One of the main reasons for Teacher Corps' early appeal was

that it was seen as a possible solution to the teacher shortage
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of the 1960's. Senator'Nelson in 1965, pointed to an annual

shortage of 118,000 teachers,li/ and Lyndon Johnson predicto:

that by 1975 "we will need 907000 new secondarS, school teacher

and 925,000 n0; kindergarten and elementary'teachers."14/

But by 1970 the supply and demand figures were lialancing oub15/

and some Congressmen ere calling for greater scrutiny in

funding educational Otogrami. Teacher Corps responded with

a change in emphasis t t the Secretary of HEW, Elliot Richardson

-explained:

, The primary focus of!ETle eduCation profess Apps Bevel-
bpment pro4 am has been shjfted from recruiting new
teachers in o the system to reforming teacher
training tec niques and upgrading teacher skiEs.16/

The change, reflect in Tenth Cy le procedures of Teacher '

Corpse4ay have been a reason t Teacher Corps escaped bhe
budget'cuts forced on many other education programs.

Another reason for Teacher Corps! continued full-funding is:
,

that it has been generally accepted that, interns ate grad-
1

uating with pecial skills that conventionally trained teachbrs

cri,do not have. DirectOr William Smith pointed out in 1971

"there is not a surplus of teachers, b9th competent and
qualified, who are able to workcwith children who have specific

'needs in these poverty areas."11/

5., The Shift in Teacher Corps from Pre-Service to-In-Service

The most interesting example of Teacher Corps' resiliency

was its shift from intern pre-Service training to in-service

and retraining of educationaL).personnel. Mentioned above as

an intramural change in emphasis in 1971, the modificatidn

was legally enacted in the Education Amendments of 1974:

The original conception. of Tehcher Corps emphasized the in-
tern component with Pehce Corps as ,the' prototype. Repre-
sentative-Jonathan Bingham (D-N.Y.) said in 1967, "The'

successful combination of idealism and practicality which .

distinguished the Peace Corps is being carried.over to the

work' of the Teacher Corps." 8/

With the 1971 change in guidelines which anticipated the Con-

gressional action of 19744 Teacher Corps was able to accom-

plish a major turnabout and yet remain a viable program.

Under' the 1974 amendments authorizing demonstration projects
for retraining and in-service of experienced educational
personnel, intern recruitment and training was effectively



upstaged. In a memorandum to the National Advisory Council

. on Education Professir,us Development, Mae Armster Christian,

Director.of the Atlanta 'Teacher Corps Consortium, noted,

"one cannot focus upon another educational

can make almost immediate adjustments to needs'assessments."19/

. Who Benefits? Intern or Tar et Poulation?

4oughout Teacher Corps' existence many have argued that

tne intern, not the disadvantaged school children benefited

, mostrairthe program. Senator Peter Dominick (R-Colo.)

questioned din .1967:

o -=isn't Teacher Corps just Another financial grant

that doesn't require repayment?

--Are Corpsmen required to teach in poverty areas?

--Does Teacher Corps attract teachers to ghetto schools?20/

At one point, leacher Corps was called a Federally funded
,

bonanza, benefiting only the interns.

..e Elwyn Meenen of Teacher Corps-Washington responds that, a. few

-t interns took advantage of the, program. Some First Cycle irk

ferns might have seen A "fk Master's degree of their choice

offered for two years of acher Corps,service. The problem

''',was detected, however, nd criteria regarding interns made

"free'rldes" virttally mpossible. Requirements for interns

in later,cycles ini>uded an interest in education or social,

work and graduate study in a field related to thdir service.

That'education Gf the disadvantaged is being served at least

as well as the interns themselves ieuppOrted by the figdres:.

Yst, Cycle on 1st Cycle 2nd Cycle on

Graduation .1 Year Later Graduation

(81 percentf* (63 percent)+ (76, percent)#

---Int*iniLeaders
Teem-

InternSLeaders

Team
Interngteaders

Team

Remaining .41 education 85,5.% 89, 84.6 92 80 89

Remaining in teaching 79.5% 431 76 431 76 591

Those in teaching who will 78%

r. in in low-income

schools

84 72 75

A

86

Source: House Appropriations
Hearings, March 10, 1970, p. 675.

+ Response rate

1 Team leaders,are trained while in the Teacher Corps for a leadership role

which will prepare them,Zar positions as superilscry teachers, Slinical teachers,

team leaders, resource teachers, principals and other administrative types

in school systems.
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-
.Also, preference is now given to those candidates whbse back--

grounds are similar to the target group on the theory that

this'may result in heightened understanding and dedication or;

the part of the interns in delivering educational services to

the similarly disadvantaged children.

Minority InternS in Teacher Corps (%)"

Cycles. 11 2
1

3 4'(. 5 6 1 8 9 10

Black 20 21 28
1 '

34 35 35 34 35 33

A Spahish 1 l- 12 13 14 17 19/1 16

i

Indian

Other

Total

5 .9 6 8

2 1 3 t 1 2 3 1 1 2

'22 23 32 47 S5 58 '61 61 59

"*.

Source: Prepared by Charles Maxwell, Teacher Corps',

,Managemedt Branch, June 20; 1975.

7. XqUity of Pay Benefits

A letter from an anonymous Chicago school principal May 24, 1968,

charged that interns did not work a full day in. the §chools

and yet drew the full salary of a beginning teacher. 41/ Similar

'criticism has been voiced over the years. During Cine 1,

-Teacher Corps interns received pay equal to that of beginning

teachers plus free education. It could therefore be argued

that interns were faring better than actual new teachers.

The 1967 amendments sought to correct that situation by setting

interns' salaries at $75 per week plus $15 for each dependent

per week or the beginning salary established by the district,

whichever was less. Senator' inston Prouty (t7,-Vt.), thinking

in terms o? the Peace Corps''stipend of $50 per month still

questioned "Are stipends even at the reduced level of $75'per

week, necessary to attract dedicated personnel?"22/ (It was

/ pointed out that $75/week.after taxes and big city expenses

was minimal.)

The.1974 amendments upped the internsalary to $150' and $15

for dependents per week, but drOVEd the provision "not to

exceed the beginning teacher's Salary"'thereby reopening an

avenue for potential criticism. Teacher Corps gujdelines con-

tinue the old ceiling, however.
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8. Program Overlap

Since 1971, consolidation of agencies and programs has.been

a hallmark of the administration's legislative packages.
Frank Carlucci, then Undersecretary of.HEW, explained President
Nixon's plan to incorporate Teacher Corps into a new agency

called ACTION in 1971: "Many of the activities of the Peace

Corps, VISTA, and the Teacher Corps complement each other

and can better managed and coordiriated if combined in one
agency."2-V" But Senator Claiborne Pell (D-R.I.) rebutted con-

solidation saying "Bitter experience has taught us that when

this administration talks about consolidation, it is really

,talking about cutting out,programs and cutting out services

to the people. 1124/

Congress chose to reject the plan and the rationale that has
prevailed for` the independence of Teacher Corps is that it

iz a unique operation, impossible to categorize with any other

existi6g.prOgram. When questioned about the ppssible over-
lap of Teacher Corps with other Feddial programs in*1973,
Louise White, then Director of TeacherCorps, said;

the Teacher Corps program itself is, in...fact, very

different....in that it not only utilitzes different
techniques, but it develops and encourages the devel-

opment of new and different teaching tVchniques to
.deal with specific target populations."/

Major Amendments'to Teacher Corps Legislation P.L. 89-329

1967--Recruitment, lectiontrain-
ing of inte ns,left to local
project officials

--Experienced teachers'to, serve
only as team leaders

--Undergraduates eligible for

program
--Team leaders compensated at

rate of LEA
--Intern's compensation: $75 plus
'$15 per dependent per week OR
lowest full-time local salary,
whichever less.

--TC placed in Bureau of EPD
--Federal funding cut from '.00%

to 90% maximum

1968 -- Medical coverage for Corps members
1969-70--Volunteers from High School

and College encouraged to. join TC

--Target group children expanded to/
youth offenders and juvenile delinquents

1972--Duties of.Director and Deputy

Director clarified
1974--TC authorized to support demon-

stration projects for retraining
edcational personnel

--Interns' maximum dbmpensation
raised to $150 plus $15 per
dependent pet week
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Re.

DATE'

2/11/65

6/30/65

7/ 2/65
7/16/65
7/19/65

-11/ 8/65

6/16/67
6/27/67

-6/28/67.

6/29/67
7/15/68
10/16/68

4/23/69
2)19/70
4/13/70
8/T 6/71

11/ 4/71
6/23/72
3/a7/74
5/20/74
8/21/74.,

Dates in the History of Teacher Corps Legislation

ACTION

Senators Gaylord Nelson and Edward Kennedy introduce a endments

proposing National Teacher Corps.
House version of Higher Education Bill (H.R. 9567) ,introduced

in House with no provision for Teacher Corps.

President Johnson endorses Teacher Corps at NEA convention.

Kennedy and Nelson introduce joint Teacher Corps amendment.

Johnson's Teaching Professions Act of 1965 introduced in Congress.

H.R. 9567, containing TeaCher Corps provision signed (P.L.89-329).

H.R. 10943 Education amendments of .1967 introduced in House.

H.R. 10443 considered andipassedAn House.

H.R. 10943 considt red ane passed in Senate,

H.R. 10943 signed into,ilaw (P.L. 90-35).

H.R. 15067 Higher EauCation amendments of 1968 passed in Senate.

H.R. 15067,signed into law (P.L. 90-575).

H.R. 514 including `Teacher Corps amendments, passed in House.

H.R. 514 passed by(Senate.
H.R. 514 signed into law (P.L. 91-230).

S. 659 Education amendment of 1972, passed in Senate.

.S. 659-passed in House.
S. 659 signed into law (P.L. 92-318).

H.R. 69 Education'amendments of 1974cpasied in House.

H.R. 69 passed in Senate.
H.R. 69 signed into law (P.L. 93-380).t

Hearings on Teacher Corps

House Committees Senate Committees

Appropriation Authorization Appropriation

7/7-7/15/65
4/17-5/2/67*

3/10/70
3/ 2/71
3/15/73

-4/ 9/74

4/23/70
5/18/71
3/ 2/72
5/22/73
6/ 3/74

Authorization

2/11/65
6/11/65
6/23/67

4/29,5/4/71**
6/ 9/71

)
* Special Subcommittee on Higher Education of the House
Education and Labor Committee

**Sdnate Subcommittee on Legislation and Military Operations
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Appendix B

Synopsis: Tenth Cycle Teacher Corps

The Tenth Cycle of Teacher Corps is just getting underway as

this report is being prepared for publication (Summer 1975).

Following is a synopsis of how the Tenth Cycle is supposed

to operate, based on the .Guidelines and other materials

prepared by the Teacher Corps. ,

Guidelines

1. Common Characteristics

A. Thl instructional program of the project should offer

in its training (pre-service and in-service for pro-

ject interns, teachers and aides) methods for indi-

vidually guided instruction as well as the training

necessary to identify, .diagnose, and prescribe activities

for the learning disabilities of students (persons

from low-income areas attending project schools).

The competencies of the project interns, teachers

and Aides must be identified and evaluated.

B. In order for the project to have a communitv"base

it is necessary to involve parents of students in

all stages of project development including the pre-

"paration of the proposal. The project must offer

training for parents, as part-time tutors and instruc-

tional aides, and also university courses when

appropriate.

C. It should be possible for successful elements of a

project to be incorporated into the regUlar instruc-

tional program of the sponsoring institution or agency.

D. Each project must offer, as part of, its training,

methods for analyzing special skills and personnel

needed to meet the needs of project students.

E. All training programs must address the needs of the

culturally diverse populatiOn in'its community and
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in the;casc of limited diversity utilize multi-

culturial concepts in teaching.

F. There/should be a training emphasis on methods for

iden4fying Aearning problems and skills, and in

prescribing;programs to meet such needs.

G. The entire educational staff of project schools
should have access to the project's training and

retraining program.

H. Training should be in close proximity to the teaching'

station.

I. Projects should provide a means for "wide participation

in collaborative decision making" in order to be
responsive to the needs and desires of Corps members,

local school officials, SEA's, professional organi-
zations, social welfare groups, etc.

J. Eall project is to provide for at least one or two

teaching teams, composed of not less than four, no

more than ten interns. Each team is led by-an ex-

perie?ced teacher:

'K. All plrojects are to cite specific characteristics

which are adaptable to the community it intends to

sery .

L. An a tempt is made to fund projects for equitable

geo raphic Aistribution and proportionate represen-
tat on of urban and rural areas.

M. The project's organization, management and evaluation

systems must be specifically stated in the proposal.

II. Training Strategies

A. Training Complex--- designed to integrate pre-service
and in-service training of interns, teachers and

aides at a facility located within or near a project

school. Directly related to the "teacher center,"
instruction, materials, workshops, etc. will be pro-

vided for in this complex, in order to promote
career -long professional development.

Guidelines require:

1. direct involvement of training personnelfrom
the cooperating university, interns, aides, teachers,
community volunteers in decision making;
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2. instructional experidnces for interns, teachers

and aides must be administered through the

training complex;

3. use of community and LEA.resources for delivery

\and development of training.

B. CompetIcy-Based Teacher Education -- a method of

teadhe ,training to help the instructor acquire
skills based on specific learning-objectives.

Guidelines require:

1. demonstration of performance based learning

programs for training participants, to be desig-

nated for target group studentst

2. systematic management so that trainees can learn

to evaluate themselves;

3. provisions for alternative modes of instruction;

4. use of university and other resources with the

school district served by the project.

C. Training' for Implementing Alternative School Designs --

to help those school districts, institutions and

-agencies who have planned a major organizational inno-

vation (for eixample, schools without walls, community-

.
based'schools, free schools) tnd wish to include

a program of training and retraining teachers to /

meet their needs.

Guidelines require:

1. that school districts already be committed to
the innovation -- the cooperating institution
should be able to provide appropriate training

activity;

2. tha1t external agencies support the innovation;

3. improvement of training by relating it to

educational change;

4. demonstration'of a strategy for improving the

education of low- incorn children by improving

the skilla of educational personnel and other

conditions for learning.
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Ds Interdi ciillnar Trainin A roaches --'programs

to invo ve persons rom se eral academic disciplino,

Guidelines require:

1. collaborative planning by representatives of

diverse disciplines for tr ining programs;

2. training designed for the sp cific cultural and

community values of the proje t area;

3. flexible training programs, k owledge to be

used for the growth and developm nt of children

aS members of specific cultural oups;

4. improved interrelationships among ucational

agencies and institutions.

E, Trainin for the S stematic Ado tion of R search ,

Fin ings -- is esigne to c ose t e commu ication

gap-between the researcher and practitione by

developing materials and programs, based on research,

that can be used by the practitioner.

Guidelines require:

1. systematic organization of validated research

findings into demonstration programs of training;

2. use of scientific apprcaches to persistent educa-

tional problems;

3. relating of research findings to the experience

of trainees;

4. public demonstration of research findings, with

the collaboration of school districts and edu-

cational groups.

Summary of Three Proposed Tens Cycle. Projects

I. University of Southern California (USC) -- Ventura Unified

School District and Lawndale School District

USC Teacher Corps: Multipublic Training Program

The .t.sitent of this program is to mount a demonstration,

competency-based pre-service/in-service training program

for experienced teachers, teacher interns, aides, parents;
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youth, and other/community volunteers. The project is

conducted jointly by USC and -East Los Angeles College

at schools in L4wndale Elementary and Ventura Unified

School Districts.

A. Experienced Teachers will receive training in tech-

niques of the following:

-- bilingual/multicultural teaching;

-- diagnostic/prescriptive teaching;

-- teacher-as-performing-artist;
trainer/manager of classroom human resources;

-- and additional courses required for the master's

degree in education.

B. Intern Teachers will receive training in the.above

except that they will take courses for:

-- California State elementary teaching credentials;

-- additional courses for California State bilingual/

multicultural credentials fd

-- additional courses req red for the master's

degree in education.

C. 'Aides will receive trailing to-develop competencies as:

-- bilingual/multicultural technicians;

-- diagnostic/prescri tion technicians;

-- counseling technicians;
-- classroom perform'ng arts technicians; ,.

-- and will receive redit for course work toward

an Associate of A is degree.

D. Parents
t

Youth and Co unity Volunteers will receive

specialized training 4s classroom tutors and counselors.

Structurally the USC multipublic training program will

include elements from four of the Cycle Ten demonstration

requirements.
.

Much of the training program will be carried out at

project school sites, and will be competency-based with

the exception of the arts courses which will be conducted

Yas on-site workshops: The schools will-serve as, alter-

native portal schools and as such will function as

teacher centers.
,
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II. Cheyney State College (CSC) and'District One -- Philadelphia

Emphasis: Training Complex

CSC/and School District One -- Philadelphia, propose to

establish a model Training Complex. The Training Complex,

programs will equip Teacher Corps interns and groups of

e perienced teachers with the ability to provide indivi-

ualized instruction that meets the needs of elementary

/students from low-income families.

/ The proposed District One Training Complex will _be com-

/ prised of a resource center and two training site schools.

/ Courses, training modules, and the chance to use typical

teacher center facilities will be offered atefhe resource

center.

During the two year training period, the following groups

will be trained:

-- Eight interns.
- - 140 - 200 Teachers.
-- Eight Principals.
- - 100 - 200 community members (aides and classroom

volunteers).

The training will have potential impact on the quality

of instruction for 5,000 students in 1976-77.

III. Murray State University of Murray, Kentucky and the_.

Christian County School System

Emphasis: Systematic Adoption of Research Findings

The project is based on research supportive of the theory

that each child has a unique talent. The purpose of the

project is to create within the school an atmosphere

where the teacher has the opportunity and has developed

skills to view and discover this. The teacher will

administer' ability tests and other preassessment in-

struments, both commercial and teacher made, to discover

different ways of classifying and developing the special

talents that students have.

Specific training in "human potential" as well as diag-,

nostic, prescriptive, and evaluation techniques are

required for experienced teachers, as well as teacher

interns, to demonstrate the research application to pupils

from low-income families.

4'
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Appendix C

Chronological List of Teacher Corps External Evaluations

Cort, H. Russell, Jr. .Teacher Corps: Two---Years of Progress

and Plans for the Future (Washington, D. C.: The Washington

School of Psychiatry) 1968. [Cort)*

Demario, Kenneth, A Study of the Riker's Island Corrections

Project (New York City: Vera Institute of Criminal Justice)

19/0. [Vera]

Resource Management Corporation for U.S. Department of-Health,

Education, and Welfare. Analysis of Teacher Corps Effective-

ness (Bethesda: Resource Management Corporation) 1969. (RMC1

Comptroller General Report to the'Congress.
Assessment of the

Teacher Corps grogram at the University of Southern California

and. Participating Schools in Tulare County Servini/Rural. and

Migrant Children (Washington: GovernMent Printing Office)

1970. '[GAO]

Cohen, David; Merrdw, John.; Taylor,Ann; McCann, Walter.-The

Role of)Evaluation in Federal Education Training Programs:

Chaptef IV, "The Teacher Corps: A Case Study in Evaluatron".

(Harvard Univevsity: Center for,Educational Policy Research)

1971. (Harvdrdl

Cline, Marvin% Innovation and Change: A Study of Strategies in

Selected Projects Supported by the National Center for the

provement of Educational Systems, CNCIES1 (Cambridge: Abt

Associates) 1972. 4Alot Associates]

Crosby, Robert M. FullScale Implementation of a Process Evalu-

ation System of NCIE4 (Bethesda: Resource Management Corpor-

ation) 172. [RMC]

Corwin, ponald,G. Reform and Organizational survival: The Teach-

er Cores as an Instrument of Educational Change (New York:

John Wiley and Sons) 1974., [Corwin)

Marsh, David and Lyons, Margaret. A Study of the Effective-.

mess of the 6th Cycle Teacher Corps Graduates (Berkeley:

Pacific' T & TA Corporation) 1974. Marsh]

'Compiled by Mary Dilworth forthe National Advisory Council on'

Education Professions
Development, April 1, 1975

* f) Popular name.
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Appendix D

.

Responses to a Questionnaire on Teacher .Corps,

N..

.
. .

We took a representative.sample of ,Teacher Corps projects'frod

,...

the'ElOth:and Ninth,Cyclds. On April 11,1975 questionnaires

(copy attached) were sent twelve deans of education in

colleges-and. universities participating in projects, and to

twelve superintendentst'of schools. We wanted simply to fine

out what some '!Comsumersw thought.about Teacher Corps. Allti-

mately,Atie teceived twelve responses., seven from deans or

their representatives andfive from school superintendents

or their representatives.
*

On the basie'of the twelve re'Sponses,."consumers",',7of Teacher

Corps .are advocates, but they are not blind dvocates.. Rather,

, they are candid.about its strengths and weaknesses: 'While

a small sample such as this is statistically insignificant,

the resPonses'are interesting and useful. Following are selec-

ted and edited. Comments, grodped according-tp the questions

asked (there were fou open-ended questions)'.'''

1.' Oh' the success and effectiveness of Teacher Corps?

Teacher Corps has,'''.in my opiniom, with all its pro-

.

*

bleths, most of which I am not even aware, had a

greater impact at $38 million a year than any other

federal program in or out of education. TC has put

theirmoney on CBTE, and it seems to have paid off.

They have put their commitment with the management

and organization of programs both at the teacher7

trainipg institution and with the-public schools.

This seems tobe paying off. They have put the em-

phasis in working with communities, and this .seems

to be paying off. They have put their emphasis on

working with children and those preparing to teach

the disadvantaged,-and this seems to be a highly

positive intent and.outcome.

TC perh4s stuck to the training of, "teachers" one

or two years too long, but we had the flexibility

under current programs, we'felt to focus on the
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in-service training'of associate teachers in the field

and the in-service work toward our own faculty members

under present cycles.

Richard L. Willey, Dean
College of Education
Idaho State University

In Toledo, the effectiveness of the Teacher Corps

over the past' five years can be measured through

several areas of change:

1. the preparation program of the University

'oledo
instructional program at the portal schools

3. the recruiting and selection practices of the

Toldeo Public School System'

4. change of attitude, skill, and perception of

federal offidials dealing for the first time

with large, urban school systems.

Lee R. McMurrin
Deputy Superintendent
T4edo (Ohio) Public Schools

* * A * *
.>

- It has changed many programs of teacher education

'by forcing the IHE to examine goals more critically,

state objectives more specifically, end develop mare

extensive, laboratory, and clinical experience.

'" It has forced. university professors to meld

didactic instruction with field experience in a more

meaningful way.

- It has forced more extensive dialog between LEAs,

IHEs and citizens.

- Interns have brought their idealism and zeal to

the service of winority and low-income children and

have asked appropriate unsettlirj questions of the

educational bureaucracies.

- Interns have served as a catalyst for change,

especially, I would think, in situations where the

differencet in political, social and educational phil-

osophies of the Interns and communities were not

cry ically different.
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- More mi-Drity persons' have been drawn into the

profession.

- Every cycle has served to educate Teacher Corps

project personnel regarding whatever was the current

programmatic thrust. This, continuous stream of

materials, consultants, conferences, etc, had great

growth potential for peesons who engage themselves

seriously with them, even though the quality was

quite uneven.

- Schools and communities have been introduced to

strategies, practices, ideas, 'materials which would

not have been introduced under normal circumstances.

- A significant number of teachers have had their

skills upgraded as they worked in the program.

- Models for teacher education have been developed

and tested, 'many offering components which can be

replicated or adapted.

Margaret G. Dabney, Director
Virginia Teacher Corps Consortium
Virginia State College

Teacher Corps has had a major impact Oh the content

of teacher education through its emphasis on Per-

formance Based Teacher Education. This impact bas

been reflected both in the local programs, with

which I am in contact, and the national teacher educa-

tion trends.

Some of the professional education components of Teacher

Corps projects at this iastitution have become a

regular part of the teacher education effort.

The original Teacher Corps projects which attempted

to use Interns as change agents were failures. This

seemed to be due to the naive idea that.new and

temporary members of a school staff (the Interns)

were likely to be perceived as leaders by the esta-

blished tea( .ing faculties.

Teacher Corps has had mixed results ins efforts to
involve community groups in a meaningful way in the

policy decisions of schools. Where Teacher Corps has

operated for a perici of sqveral years in a setting with

t.
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a significant number of a minority group, the '

community has gained power with respect to educational

decision making. Where there is no minority group,

the community members' role continues to be minimal.

Herbert Hite, Director
Teacher Corps Project
Western Washington State College

As I review the Teacher Corps program cycles funded to

Northern Arizona University I would like to state that

I feel that Teacher Corps has been among the most
effective of the Federal programs in which we have

participated. First, it has been most effective in

the original objective, that of supplying qualified
teachers in Indian communities primarily on our vast

Navajo Reservation. The vast majority of those com-

pleting the Teacher Corps program have remained on

the reservation in instructional capacities. Some

have already moved to 'administrative levels. In addi-

tion to this, Teacher Corps has been the best program

yet in supplying Indian teachers for Indian students.

One of the persistent problems, with respect to the

Navajo Reservation at least, is that of encouraging

the bright and capable Indians to choose teaching as-.

a profession. I feel that Teacher Corps has done more

than any single program to heighten the prestige of the

teaching profession with that group. I would also

add that this is extremely important to the 4-grading

of educational services to reservation personnel.

C. E. 'auset, Dean
College of Education
Northern Arizona University

This program has assisted five separate school dis-

tricts in the development and implementation of an

individualized'mode of instruction in the areas of

reading, language arts, and rnathematics. These

subjects in the past have been a source of fail&e
for children of rural, low-income, Mexican-American

areas. The individualization has created motivation

and a desire to participate and remain im school,
and there seems to be some indication that the drop-

'out rate may possibly be cut down.

Bilingual/bicultural education prograits and ethnic

studies have4been expanded through the\involvement
of this program, not only in communitieS but also
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at the institution of higher education. Success-

oriented, culturally relevant, self-concept enhancing

programs such as the two mentioned should certainly

have an effect on the educational goals and educa-

tional achievement of children and students served

by Teacher Corps.

Because Teacher Corps interns are given an educational

field-oriented experience (two years) in the public

schools, the program has served dual purposes. First,

public school students are exposed to more adults,

more diversity of ideas; consequently, greater know-

ledge attainment. Secondly, persons who are preparing

themselves to become teachers get an in-depth feel of

the real situation because they must plan, instruct,

and evaluate continually. Therefore, the field of

education is benefitting by receiving certified teachers

who are not novices but competent individuals exper-

ienced in the teaching and learning processes, totally

committed to children and the educational success of

these children. More specifically, these individuals

have experience in helping public schools redevelop

their educational systems to more adequately meet the,

needs of children.

Likewise, the institution of higher education ... has

remodeled their teacher preparation program to more

closely relate to the types of success - oriented ex-

periences which this program has realized. Student

teaching as traditionally known in colleges (one

quarter with no union between academics, methadologies

and practice) is no longer a part of this institution.

Rather, a field-based, modularized, semi-individualized,

year-long undergraduate teaching experience is now

part of the program. Methods and practical experiences

are no longer separated but are united parts of a

whole program: thus, the second mandate which stresses

the "broadening of programsof teacher. preparation."

Community-based education has also been of great value

,to the communities which Teacher Corps has served.'

Community participation in educational decision making

is now quite obvious. Community schools have been

developed and educatiori can begin prior to kindergarten

and extend into adult life. Many tutorial, recreational,

adult education, and drug education programs are ex-

amples of the programs that are now part of the com-

munities Which we have served.

Teacher Corps graduates from this program have always

been extremely marketable and very much preferred to \

the regular graduating senior. Not only do they re-

ceive a degree and cert2fication, but they are also
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extremely knowledgeable in certain areas; for exampl-:,

rural education, rural community dynamics, special
education, bilingual education, and human development.

The retention of Teacher Corps graduates in the field

of education is also notable. Approximately 95 percent

have remained in the field of education.

It mtiat also be noted that although there is talk

about "teacher surpluses," in 'rural, Mexican-American,
impoverished areas this is a myth -- or possibly a

dream. Teacher Corps has helped alleviate part of

this problem.

Lawrence T. Gomez, Director
Teacher Corps
Adams State College (Colorado)

Sixteen interns have received the degree, B.S.Ed., in

either Elementary or Early Childhood Education. Eight

interns have graduate with honors, -four cum laude,

three magna cum laude, andone summa cum laude.

Among the staff teachers in Teacher Corps project
schools, there were seventeen advanced degrees earned

as a resulted the staff development program imple-

mented as part of the project. Fifteen teachers have

received the degree, M.Ed., in either Elementary Educa-

tion or Early Childhood Education, and two others
received the degree, Ed.S., in Elementary Education.
Several other staff teachers have made substantial
progress toward an advanced degree.

In both project schools there were several indicators

that the curriculum had become more child-centered
and less subject centered. Progress toward team

teaching was particularly evident during the second

year of the project as the organization of teams was

completed in both project schools.

Perhaps the most significant changes were noted among

teachers and interns. A pre and post battery of tests

for all professional personnel in project schools was

administered. The battery included the Rokeach Dog-

matism Scale, Ball Orientation Inventory, Firo B, and

the Carkhuff Index of Responding. Analysis of avail-

able data indicated that teachers and interns became
more open in their belief systems over the two-year
project period as measured by the Rokeach Dogmatism

Scale.
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Communication skills among project school staffs in-

creased as a result of systematic communication skills

training. Twenty-one months later, interns had

maintained these skills as measured by the Carkhuff

Index of Responding.

Progress toward individualization of instruction in

Clark County School District is apparent from the

increase in team teaching situations, multi-age grouping

on an operational basis, and learning centers in

classrooms throughout project schools.

In project schools team teaching has had a profound

effect upon the program. It had brought about in-

creased planning among teachers simply because teaming

was possible only through coordinated planning. Trust

levels between administrators and teachers have to be

high to accept the changes toward learning and

increased decision making on the part of teacher teams.

The most significant change brought to project schools

by the Teacher Corps have been to people. Changes are

noted in values, commitment, caring, and purpose for

being. These changes are ones that are difficult to

measure, but, nevertheless, are apparent to staff mem-

bers, administrators, and university coordinators.

Closer relationships and better understanding between

the university and public school system emerged as a

result of Teacher Corps and Competency Based Teacher

Education involvement.

Charles McDaniel, Superintendent
Clarke County School District

Athens, Georgia

ti

2. On continuing need for Teacher Corps?

I, personally, do not know of any other program being

considered or on the scene that has such an overall

positive impact. It is my opinion that if some/new

program were to come on the scene, it would take 3-5

years to accomplish the organization and management

expertise needed to carry on a program of this

magnitude.

There is a need for Teacher Corps. The need is mani-

fested by being seed money for. changes in teacher

education and to address the specific intent of the

legislation. The Teacher Corps program has had a
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dual impact on the public schools and communities.

It has not isolated education as taking place in

only one group at one time. The intent and focus

of present and future TC proposals fit in with our

rocale and our program has been entitled "Teachers

for the Rural World." We were influenced by the

fine publication "The People Left Behind" which

studies and makes recommendations on rural poverty

and need.

The research potential and research coming out of

Teacher Corps is as solid as research in any area of

education. The needed changes in content areas has

also been a real part of Teacher Corps. On our campus,

we have had almost as much support from Liberal Arts

as in the College of Education and a number of young

professors in the,Liberal Arts have been actively

engaged in the program.

Teacher Corps has helped bring the various disciplines

together and has likewise brought, together school and

community.

Richa.rd L. Willey, Dean
College of Education
Idaho State University

Although significant changes have been made at the

university, the schools, and the U.S. Office of Educa-

tion, continuing efforts should be made in:

1. Recruiting minorities into the college of

education;
2. Structuring the programs of the university

to enlist directly the preparation of teachers

for urban Centers; 0

3. Assitting school districts in providing

necessary improvements in the educational program

of the elementary and secondary schools;

4. Providing.opportunities for qualified minor-

ities to be prepared, selected, and employed by

large school systems;
5. Maintaining a liaison with the U.S. Office of

Education in areas of teacher preparation, cur-

riculum development, instructional systems,,and

the in-service education of staff worki)g in

large cities.

Lee R. McMiirrin, Deputy Superintendent
Toledo Public Schools
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There continues to be a crucial need for a Teacher

Corps as long as schools practice "negative creden-

tialism." The main difference between Intern teachers

and other teachers appears to have been their humanism.

This is a difference which needs to be overcome. In-

service education on a continuous basis should be the

norm for all teachers, but it must be in- service edu-

cation that makes a difference. Teacher Corps should

assume as its mission the testing of content strategies,

and delivery systems for in-service programs which

are geardd to place'emphasis upon the theoretical and

philosophical bases for teaching multi-cultural pop-
ulations of children in a humanistic learning community.

Margaret G. Dabney, Director
Virginia Teacher Corps Consortium
Virginia State College

There is still a need for the recruitment and training

of new teachers for poverty areas. Although there have

been a shift in emphasis in Teacher Corps, we feel

there are many needs and problems awaiting solutions.

There are competent students in our community who, like

past interns, need the assistance of a Teacher Corps to

aid them in securing a sound education. .A continuation

of the Teacher Corps project is seen as a positive

good as viewed from our prospective.

Charles McDaniel, Superintendent,
Clarke County School District
Athens, Georgia

I agree that the shift to in-service education at this

point might make a significant contribution to the

quality of educational services. However, even though

substantial changes have occurred in the supply and

demand situation for teachers generally, I feel that

there are some geographical pockets for which the

general supply and demand picture do not apply. For

example, I am certain that there is still an extreme

shortage of Indian teachers for Indian students.

Therefore, I feel that Teacher Corps should shift its

emphasis to Inservice Education, but maintain pre-

service components for those areas where teachers

are still badly needed.

C. E. Fauset, Dean
College of Education
Northern Arizona University
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Most would agree that the continuing education of

teachers in service is the most critical need for

teacher education. Teacher Corps legislation now
implements innovation for inservice education. Teacher

Corps is probably more needed to facilitate inservice
education now than it has been for educating new

teachers.

No other agency seems available.to fund major programs

for re-educating experienced teachers.

The Teacher Corps background ln collaborative manage-
ment of teacher education seems particularly appro-

priate to retraining experienced teachers.

In other works, "It's thi only game in town." The

"game" is to improve the educational opportunity of
children from low-income families by working directly
and reponsibly with the persons in control of those
children's learning environments. There is, therefore,

a continuing and urgent need for Teacher Corps.

Herbert Hite, Director
Teacher Corps
Western WashingtOn State College

3. Possible changes needed in Teacher Corps?

I hate to admit that a bureaucracy may be feeling the

pulse of need and change, but feel. that Teacher Corps
is keeping in touch with the major needs in teacher
preparation and programmatic change. It is true, as
mentioned earlier, they started out when there was a

real need to get more teachers into the system. There

was, then, a teacher shortage. Shortly after the im-

plementation of TC, there was a "surplus" of teachers.

TC then switched to preparing "better" teachers through

the CBTE method, putting public schools and institu-

tions on a peer relationship and having shared decision

making in planning and implementing programs in teacher

education and programs in public schools. The changes

now being suggested that in-service education (retraining?)

be a major focus is also timely.
0

Don Davies, when he was with NCTEPS and at the national
meeting in New York in 1964, indicated that In-Service
Education was the giant on the horizon and a giant

problem that was neglected by both the public schools

and institutions of higher education.
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Instead of a giant problem, it is now a giant challenge

and-opportunity for institutions of higher education:

Either we join in this effort or the colleges of edu-

cation will lose much of whatever purpose they have

had. The declining birth rate, the adequate supply of

teachers will mean anything but a steady state in

higher education. The public to be served will not be

within the confines of a University setting, but will

be individuals employed and Wishing, for one reason or
oanother, to upgrade skills or retrain for specialized

positions within educational agencies. Summer school

programs, while not a thing of the past, will have to

be revised drastically and in-service education, if it

is to meet the needs of the times, will hardly be recog-

nized as situations where college professors come out

to tell public schools what they need to do. It will,

rather, be a time where public schools and colleges of

education will plan together, and the public schools

accepting plans that meet agreed-on objectives.

Richard L. Willey, Detn
College of Education
Idaho"State University,

Since many of the needed changes are at least on _their

way, it Appears to me that some effort should be put

forward by the federal government to assist school

systems in meaningful staff development activities

for the presently employed corps of teachers. Because

problems are concentrated in urban centers, every

effort should be made to assist teachers in helping

them make their competence as teachers grow. IVfresher

courses are not enough, but a continuing program -- a

wide program of staff development must be offered.

Lee R. McMurrin
Deputy Superintendent
Toledo (Ohio) Public Schools

Time for planning is necessary for Most effective

implementation during the school day.

Maintain effective communication between Teacher Corps-

Washington and the local project.

visits to other projects where,exemplary programs are

known to be in progress.
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The addition of a research component to the guidelines

of Teacher Corps.

More clearly stated guidelines are, needed from Teacher

Corps-Washington in the area of monetray expenditures. .

Charles McDaniel, 'Superintendent

Clarke County School District

Athens, Georgia

The official negotiating agent for local.teachers should

be named as an equal partner in the management and

operation of local Teacher Corps projects.

The local education agenCY should be required to commit

an entire education Unit (e.g. an elementary school or

a secondary department) to a Teache'r Corps project to

retrain teachers. For instance, the local commitment

could take the form of school district funding of the

enrollment of each teacher in the unit in on-site study

with a college or university. The principal he,e is

that only a complete unit seems to be an efficient

base for a program of change.

The objectives of Teacher Corps projects should be clearly

relevant to the publicly stated objectives by the state

agencies for improvements in either public schooling or

teacher education. Education is a state affair rather

than a national program. National guidelines tend to

remove funded projects from the realities of teacher

education.

The mission of Teacher Corps should be revised to in-

clude the continuing education of school personnel.

Evaluation of programs for school personnel should be

in terms of changes in children of low-income families --

the pupils of these persons.

Herbert Hite, Director
Teacher Corps
Western Washington State College

4. Alternative Uses fc7 the Funds?

There might be a plan fpr better use. I simply don't

know of one. I spent"a Sabbatical in one of the better
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R &.1) centers. Some of the better minds in the natic

ein ducational thought worked there. Yet, if one is

interested in action and seeing things get done, and

research as a part of an implemented program, there

is nothing to touch a program like Teacher Corps.

Richard L. Willey, Dean
' College of Education

Idaho State University

The money should go on a competitive basis to'the

fifty largest school systems. The federal government

should be directly involved in financing the best staff

development activities that can be'generated. These

programs should be centered around the school system

'drawing assistance from other resources such as uni-

versities, state departments, and other educational

agencies. The public school should be put strictly in

the "driver's seat" in this program if it is going to

be effective.

Lee R. McMurrin
Deputy Superintendent
Toledo (Ohio) Public Schools

I believe Teacher Corps has been tremendously successful

and effective not only as a national effort, but more

so in our specific locale. There is a great need for

continuing the Teacher Corps program and expanding its

reach not only to encompass the pre-service training

of undergraduates for low- income areas, but it must

also be expanded to include the retraining of teachers

from the same areas. I believe that $38 million per

year to such a viable and-responsible program needs

encouragement and many millions more.

Lawrence T. Gomez, Director
Teacher Corps
Adams State College (Colorado)

A design for in-service training for staff development

should be planned which woul- hypothesize a change in

values, commitment, caring and a purpose for being.
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Cunt,inued should b.. pravJded In funtio..-

-team teachin:5 situations, multi-age elroupang on an

operatiotal basis, and learning centers for use in ail.

schools.

Supplemental payments to be made to team leaders for

the many and varied jobs they perform in that capacity.

Train and retrain presentJstaff in effective ways of

handling discipline in schools.

Train art teachers as coordinators to serve more than

one school.

Train or provide music teachers for each school.

Further in-service education should be provided in

Language Arts for present staff through the use of compe-

tent consultants.

Train or retrain present staff in Health Education for

all children.

Train, retrain or teach the fundamentals of child develop-

ment to all staff members at the primary level.

Charles McDaniel, Superintendent ,

Clarke Cpunty School District
Athens, Georgia

.

Possibly, funds could be awarded to local projects in

which a consortium of colleges, local school administrators

and professional associations present, in art open com-

petition, a plan for meshing professional development

with improvement in the achievement of children. Such

project proposals would implement the major goals of

Teacher Corps without the intervention of a national

staff of prograR specialists and financial monitors.

Alternatively, Teacher Corps should be modified to

facilitate locally-designed projects for professional

development, evaluated in terms of improved learning

of pupils in. schools.

Another alternative would be for 'the federal'government

to fund exemplary programs for the field-centered,

performance-based education of experienced teachers.

Another alternative would be for the federal government

to retrieve its original plan for phase III of the project

for modeling the education of elementary teachers. Phase

III was to be the 'funding of the operation of at least

two of the nine original models.

Herbert Hite, Director
Teacher Corps
Western Washington State College
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April 10, 1975

(This letter was sent.' to 24 persons.)

The'4Teacher Corps began in 1965 with a mandate, cited in law,.

to "strengthen educational opportunities available to children

in areas having concentrations of low-incobe families and to /

encourage colleges and universities to broaden their programs

of teacher preparation..."

In the ten years since Teacher Corps began, substantial Changes

have occurred in the supply and demand situation foriteachers, in

attitudes about the Federal Government's role in promoting social-

change, and in the size, of the fiscal dividend available for

Federal education programs. In view of these changes, among

otners, the Council believ,es it has a responsibility to take a

new, critical look at Teacher Corps.

This Council is required by law to advise the Congiess and the

President about Federally funded educational staff develdpment

programs. We are now athering data to see what we should

recommend about Teach, r Corps, and,we solicit your views. Our

for this study is quite short. To be most helpful, your

comments should reac T s by April 30th.

. Would you please sha your views -- for attribution, or for

, background without %tribution, if you want to restrict, them --

as to:

-- The success and effectiveness of Teacher Corps?

-- The continuing need for Teacher Cotps?

(continued)
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April 10, 1975

Page 2

-- Possible changes needed in the mission of Teacher

Corps?

-- Alternative and better eduCational uses for the

funds (some $38 million per year) now devoted to

Teacher Corps?

By way of background, it is important to note that Teacher

Corps recetly has been ordered to shift its emphasis to in-

service education, as mandated ty Congress in P.L. 93-380.
Specifically, the Teacher Corps, while preserving its basic
purpose, is supposed to shift its emc:asis from the recruit-

ment and training of new teachers fo.- p.werty areas to helping

local schools refokm a9d iml.cove the offered poor

children by retrainingpresent staff. clearly, this alters

the original idea of Teacher Corps, as have other amendments

since 1965.
4

We foOk forward to hearing from you as soon as possible")

I

Sincerely,

David C. Nichols
Associate Director



Appenoix E

Teacher Corps -- Special Develop=t2rojects

The Teacher Corps has sponsored a numbei of special development

projects designed to investigate, prepare and pilot materials

and procedures to support the training of Teacher Corps staff

and members. A listing of development projects carried out

during Fiscal Years 1973 - 1975 follows.

ke.

\
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Funding
Date

DEVELOPMENT r.W.-

Project and Institution Projct DeF,criptlon

1973-74 Pre-service/In-service
Model
University of Southern

California
$280K

1973-74 Teacher Corps Associates
University of Wisconsin

$50K

1973-74 Institute for Cultural

Pluralism
California State at

San Diego
$144K

1973-74, Cooperative ProjeCts on

Diagnostic/Prescriptive
Materials
Buffalo $41K

Kansas State S3OK

South Alabama $40K

1973-74 Portal Schools as
Development Centers

Buffalo

$44K

1973-74 State Consortium for
Competency-Based Teacher

Certification
University of Florida $90K
University of Houston $95K

SUNY, Albany $95K

MSC/PBTE, Syracuse $50K

-63-

To develop a demonstration model of

credentialed personnel sharing
their experiences in updating their

own teaching skills in an on-site

situation with beginning inexper-
ienced teachers and interns.

Continuation of 1972 training pro-

gram for minority group educators

to assume leadership responsibilities

in teacher education and specifically

CBTE.

Development and installation of

materials dealing with multi-
culttral and bilingual thrusts
within Teacher Corps sites.

Developtent of an instructional

package using the medical model

through which intern performance
is described, compared with a
"profile," and then appropriate
training is prescribed.

Develop materials in Teacher Corps

sites for use of all teachers in

school to meet learning needs of

children who have been segregated

in special education classrooms.

To establish models for inter -

institutional collaboration. This

includes IHE, SEA, LEA, the commun-

ity and the organized profession.
Particular emphasis will be given

to the role of SEA in promoting

change in Teacher Education through

existing Teacher Corps sites.

r.4



Funding
Jute Project andInstitution 11r) )Pt: t. 171':;CL 1: I I U.,

1973-74 MulticulturalEducation
and Competency-based
Teacher Education
University of Toledo/

AACTE
$100K

1973-74 Southern Consortium
Colleges of Teacher

p EduCation
-North Carolina Central
University and nine other

predominantly black

colleges

$70K

1973-74 Technical Assistance
University of Houston $50K
University, of Wisconsin

$25K

UAiversity of Georgia $25K

1973-74 Exemplary Planning for
Teacher Corps projects
University of Iowa

$75K

1.74-75

The preparation of materials to

used in Te3cher Corps project,. to

identify basic skills and co petencies

for the preparation of Tea tiers for

multicultural schools.

Develop exemplary Competency-Based
Teacher Education prbgrams'in small

institutions, and providing demon-
stration centers and Technical
assistance for Teacher Corps projects.

Continuatibn of earlier project
providing Technical assiAtanee-th
Competency 2pAse&-TtacherEducation
and systems management to Tea-Cher

Corps projects.

A planning model.

In-service Education Model Consideration by IHE, SEA, LEA, and

Western Washington
teacher organizations in C states

$38K
of status & trends in development

of in-service education programs.

1974-75 Teacher Corps Networks
Various Institutions (11)

$700K

1974-75 Technical Assistance
University of Minnesota

$210K
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Establish information sharing sys-

tem among projects on a geographical

basis for purpose of improving

project management & training

resources.

Provision of program support, assess-

ment, and training assistance in

each Teacher Corps site on meeting

needs in the regular classroom of

children with learning and behavioral

difficulties.



dIV

Funding
Data

1

Project dad Irstitutio,n Iro)eL.t Do.:cliptic;1

1974-75 Moral Value
University of Toledo

$35K

1974-75 Development of Mastery

Teaching Materials
University of Indiana

$32K

,1974-75 Social Architecture
Columbia University
Teacher 'College

$50K
)

1974-75 CBTE Survey
Kansas State
$25K

1974-75 Cultural Pluralism
Fordham University
$40K

1974-75 Early Identification of
Special Educational Needs
University of Wisconsin

$30K
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Preparation and field - testing of

several "modules" for use in ,iltern

training program based upon

Kohlberg's work.

Develop & field test in Teacher
Corps sites a set of materials V
train interns & teachers in setting
objectives, preparing & administering
diagnostic tests, differentiating--
instruction based on Bloom's mastery

teaching strategy.

Joint NIE/TC projedt to assist
understanding just how educators &

community members envision, design,
and bring into being the new social
system that is an innovative school
(CPR).

Development & application of pro-
cedure for determining criteria for
assessing extent a program is

competency-based.

Involvement of school & community
people from many ethnic groups in .
preparation of curricular materials
specially for Teacher Corps projects

in urban.centers.

Production of "package" of high-
quality-materials on a simulation
model emphasizing children's behaviors
within a range of normalcy in
juxtaposition to suspected handi-
capping conditions for intern

training.


